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ABSTRACT

Fast remyelination by endogenous oligodendrocyte precursor cells (OPCs) is 
essential to prevent axonal and subsequent retrograde neuronal degeneration 
in demyelinating lesions in multiple sclerosis (MS). In chronic lesions, however, 
the remyelination capacity of OPCs becomes insufficient. Cell therapy with 
exogenous remyelinating cells has been forwarded as a potential strategy to 
replace the failing endogenous OPCs, but the absence of a suitable autologous 
source for such cells has hampered such an approach so far. The developments 
in somatic cell reprogramming and the generation of induced pluripotent 
stem cells (iPSCs) have provided a unique autologous source for remyelinating 
cells. Previously, we have shown the feasibility to induce remyelination by 
iPSC‑derived OPCs grafted in a mouse model for MS. In the present study, we 
investigated whether human iPSCs (hiPSCs) could be efficiently differentiated 
into OPCs that could provoke remyelination after implantation in MS animal 
models. We have developed an effective protocol to differentiate hiPSCs into 
OPCs, which could maturate into myelin‑forming oligodendrocytes in-vitro as 
well as in-vivo after stereotactic implantation in the cuprizone mouse model 
for MS. Intraventricular injection of the hiPSC‑derived OPCs in mice with 
experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) resulted in a significant 
reduction of clinical symptoms. However, these beneficial effects could not be 
ascribed to the remyelination activity of the hiPSC‑derived OPCs, but to the 
effective suppression of inflammation and lesion formation via the release of  
a variety of cytokines and growth factors. 
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INTRODUCTION

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a devastating disease of the central nervous system 
(CNS) characterized by inflammation, loss of myelin, axonal and neuronal 
degeneration and progressive brain atrophy [1]. MS has long been considered 
a mere autoimmune disease, manifesting itself in most patients by a relapsing‑
remitting (RRMS) course. According to this view, mis‑instructed autoreactive 
T‑cells invade the CNS forming robust inflammatory foci that induce myelin 
degradation and oligodendrocyte death; during the remitting phase, much of 
the myelin damage is restored by endogenous oligodendrocyte precursor cells 
(OPCs). Nowadays, new insights tend to consider MS as a primary continuously 
proceeding neurodegenerative disorder on top of which a fluctuating aberrant 
immune response is superimposed; the relapses do not affect the underlying 
continuation of neurodegeneration which becomes overt again in the secondary 
progressive state [2]. In line with that is the fact that many novel potent anti‑
inflammatory drugs indeed can delay or even annihilate the relapses in 
RRMS but are still unable to stop the transition to the secondary progressive 
phase. In this novel perspective on MS, primary progressive MS, lacking 
inflammatory relapses, is the “purest” form of this disorder. In the (secondary) 
progressive phases, endogenous OPCs are no longer able to restore myelin, to 
prevent neurodegeneration and, with that, severe neurological loss of function. 
Novel therapies for chronic progressive types of MS should particularly 
focus on blocking neurodegeneration and providing neuroprotection, with 
the most effective protection offered by rapid axonal remyelination. Cell‑
based remyelination therapy has been considered a valid approach for that. 
Several sources for exogenous, transplantable OPCs have been proposed. 
Oligodendrocyte precursors have been generated either from neural stem cells 
(NSCs) or from embryonic stem cells (ESCs). The potential clinical application 
of both cell types, however, is problematic. Sources of NSCs are difficult to 
access and NSCs appear to be restricted in their proliferation and differentiation 
potential, whereas ESCs raise considerable ethical concerns. Moreover, OPCs 
derived from both of these non‑autologous cell sources would be attacked by 
the host immune system and inevitably rejected after implantation. A therapy 
employing these cells would need to be accompanied by immunosuppressive 
treatment.

In 2006, the phenomenon of induced pluripotency was first described [3]. 
It was shown that somatic cells could be reverted to an ESC‑like state upon 
introduction of specific transcription factors. Lacking the disadvantages of 
NSCs and ESCs, induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) have become intensively 
studied as a potential, novel source of patient–specific cell types for disease 
modeling and autologous cell‑based therapies. 
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Establishing efficient OPC differentiation protocols is still one of the pre‑
requisites and main challenges for the application of iPSCs in MS research. In 
our previous study, we have shown that OPCs could be readily differentiated 
from mouse induced pluripotent stem cells [4]; these OPCs maturated into 
fully functional myelin forming oligodendrocytes in-vitro as well as in-vivo after 
transplantation in a mouse demyelination model. Similar results have been 
recently reported for human iPSC (hiPSC)‑derived OPCs transplanted into 
newborn shiverer mice [5].

In the present study, we developed and tested a protocol to differentiate 
hiPSCs into a highly enriched population of OPCs. In order to achieve that, we 
have applied the differentiation protocol designed for human ESCs [6] and 
optimized it for hiPSCs. The human iPSC‑derived OPCs that we obtained were 
extensively characterized for their gene expression profile and their capacity 
to form myelin in-vitro. In two different MS mouse models, the experimental 
autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) and the cuprizone demyelination model, 
we examined the survival and myelination activity of the human iPSC‑derived 
OPCs after intracerebral implantation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

GENERATION OF hiPSCs

hiPSCs were generated from human dermal fibroblasts using lentiviral trans‑
duction. Lentivirus was produced in HEK293T cells in a 100mm cell culture 
dish following transfection with EF1α‑STEMCCA‑RedLight‑LoxP plasmid 
containing Oct4, Klf4, Sox2 and mCherry genes, together with pMD2‑VSV‑G 
and pCMV‑D8.91 plasmids. Lentivirus containing medium was collected 48h 
post‑transfection, filtered through an 0.45um filter and concentrated with 
Amicon Ultra 100,000 MWCO centrifugal filters (Millipore). The concentrated 
supernatant was diluted with 1ml of fresh fibroblast medium containing 8µg/ml 
polybrene (Sigma‑Aldrich) and used to transduce circa 100,000 human fibro‑
blasts. Lentivirus containing medium was discarded the following day and cells 
were cultured in fibroblast medium for another 3 days. Transduced cells were 
then trypsinized, seeded onto an irradiated mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) 
feeder layer and cultured in hESC medium (DMEM/F12, 20% KSR, 1% NEAA, 
P/S, 0.1mM β‑mercaptoethanol, 5ng/ml bFGF) until hiPSC colonies appeared. 
Around 28 days post‑transduction, large hiPSC colonies were picked, cut into 
pieces and plated on matrigel‑coated cell culture plates in mTESR medium 
(StemCell Technologies). Subsequent hiPSC cell passages were performed 
mechanically and propagated in mTESR medium. 
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PLURIPOTENCY ASSAYS FOR hiPSCs 

Subconfluent undifferentiated hiPSCs were harvested by cutting the colonies 
into small pieces and scraping them off the cell culture dish. Colony fragments 
were transferred into non‑adherent cell culture plates and cultured in hEB 
medium (DMEM/F12, 20% KSR, 1% NEAA, 1:1000 MycoZap+) for 8 days 
(medium was changed every other day). At day 9, developing embryoid bodies 
(EBs) were plated onto gelatine (0.1%) or matrigel‑coated coverslips and 
cultured for another 2 ‑ 4 weeks. At the end of the differentiation period cells 
were fixed with 4% PFA and examined for the presence of cells of all three germ 
layers with immunocytochemistry.
For the teratoma formation assay, undifferentiated hiPSCs were injected 
subcutaneously in the flank of NOD‑SCID mice. For that, undifferentiated hiPSC 
colonies were harvested using dispase, gently dissociated into single cells and 
resuspended in 70% DMEM/F12 and 30% matrigel solution. A volume of 300µl 
containing ~1x106 cells was used for each injection. The animals were sacrificed 
5 – 7 weeks post‑injection when the teratomas were clearly visible. Tumors 
were explanted, fixed with 4% PFA and subjected to immunohistochemical 
analysis for the presence of tissues of all three germ layers.

DIFFERENTIATION OF hiPSCs TOWARDS OLIGODENDROCYTES

For the differentiation of hiPSCs into oligodendrocytes, a 5‑stage protocol was 
developed:

Stage 1 – Generation of primitive neuroepithelial cells
hiPSCs were cultured on matrigel in mTESR1 medium, refreshed every other day. 
hiPSCs were passaged when they reached ~60% confluence and allowed to form 
EBs as described above. On day 8, EBs were collected and plated onto laminin‑
coated dishes in Neuronal Differentiation (ND) medium (DMEM/F12, 1% N2 
supplement (PAA), 1% NEAA, 1mg/ml heparin, 1:1000 MycoZap+). Medium was 
changed every other day. Cells were kept in these conditions for a variable period of 
time (typically around 10‑15 days) until clear neuronal rosette structures appeared. 

Stage 2 – Specification of Olig2 progenitor cells
Medium was changed to ND+ medium (ND medium with 2% B27) supplemented 
with retinoic acid (RA, 100nM) for 5‑7 days. “Mature” neuronal rosettes were 
collected, gently dissociated into small fragments and transferred into non‑
adherent cell culture dishes in ND+ medium supplemented with RA and 100ng/ml 
Shh for 10 days (from now on cells were grown as spheres in suspension). After 
that period, cell aggregates were dissociated into single cells using accutase 
and cultured for another 10 days in ND+ medium supplemented with 10ng/ml 
bFGF and 100ng/ml Shh (RA was removed).
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Stage 3 – Generation of pre-OPCs
Next, bFGF was withdrawn from the culture medium and hiPSC‑derived 
spheres were cultured in GLIA medium (DMEM/F12, 1% N1 supplement, 
2% B27 supplement, 1% NEAA, 60ng/ml T3, 100 ng/ml Biotin, 1µm cAMP) 
supplemented with PDGF‑AA, IGF‑1 and NT3 (all at 10ng/ml) and 100ng/ml 
Shh. Half of the cell culture medium was changed every 2 days and cells were 
kept in these conditions for 21 days. At the end of that period spheres were 
dissociated once again with accutase and kept in medium described above 
without Shh. Spheres were allowed to grow in these conditions for another  
42 days (half of the medium was changed every other day)

Stage 4 – Maturation of pre-OPCs to OPCs
After 42 days, hiPSC‑derived spheres grew big enough to be disaggregated 
one more time with accutase. After dissociation cells were cultured in GLIA 
medium except that concentrations of PDGF‑AA, IGF‑1 and NT3 were reduced 
to 5ng/ml. 

Stage 5 – Differentiation of OPCs on substrate
At defined time points (e.g. every 2 weeks) some of the floating hiPSC‑derived 
spheres were seeded onto polyornithine/laminin (20µg/ml) coated coverslips 
to check for the identity of the cells migrating out of the cell clusters. At this 
stage, cells were cultured in the medium described for Stage 4. The number of 
OPCs migrating out typically increased over time; on average it took around 
140‑150 days to complete the protocol.
From each stage, cells were fixed with 4% PFA and immunocytochemically 
stained in order to verify cell identity and control the differentiation progress.

hiPSC-DERIVED OPCs DRG NEURONS CO-CULTURES

To examine the myelinating capacity of hiPSC‑derived OPCs in-vitro, cells 
were co‑cultured them with rat DRG neurons. DRG neurons were dissected 
from 15‑day‑old Wistar rat embryo’s and digested in papain (1.2U/mL, 
Sigma), l‑cysteine (0.24mg/mL, Sigma) and DNase I (40mg/mL, Roche) for 1 h 
at 37°C. The dissociated cells were plated at a density of 60,000 cells per 13‑mm 
coverslips pre‑coated with polylysine/laminin (PLL, 5µg/mL) and growth 
factor reduced matrigel (1:40 dilution). DRG neurons were cultured 21 days 
in DMEM (Gibco, supplemented with 10% FCS, Bodinco; l‑glutamine and pen/
strep) in the presence of nerve growth factor (100ng/mL). Cells were pulsed 
four times for 2 days with fluorodeoxyuridine (10µM) to remove contaminating 
proliferating cells, in particular fibroblasts and Schwann cells. The purity of 
the DRG culture was microscopically confirmed. Subsequently, approximately 
25,000 hiPSC‑derived OPCs were seeded onto coverslips containing the DRG 
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neurons with extensive axonal outgrowth. The following day, the medium was 
changed to GLIA medium without PDGF‑AA. OPCs were co‑cultured with the 
DRG neurons for 28 days with medium change every second day. After that 
period, cultures were fixed with 4% PFA and immunostained for myelin‑basic 
protein (MBP) and neurofilament (NF).

EXPERIMENTAL AUTOIMMUNE ENCEPHALOMYELITIS (EAE) EXPERIMENTS

11‑13 week old female C57BL/6 inbred mice (C57BL/6 OlaHsd, Harlan 
Laboratories, The Netherlands) were used in this study. Animals were housed 
under standard conditions in a quiet environment with ad-libitum access to 
water and food. EAE was induced with an EAE kit (Hooke Laboratories, USA, Cat  
# EK‑0114). Briefly, mice were subcutaneously injected at the lower and upper 
back with a total of 200µg MOG

35‑55
 emulsified in complete Freund’s Adjuvant 

followed by an intraperitoneal injection of 375ng of pertussis toxin (day 0).  The 
pertussis toxin injection was repeated 24 hours after post immunization. Mice 
were daily monitored for their weight and EAE score. The following scoring 
system was used: 0) no obvious changes, 1) limp tail, 2) limp tail and impaired 
righting reflex, 3) limp tail and partial paralysis of hind legs, 4) limp tail and 
complete paralysis of hind legs, 5) moribund, 6) death due to EAE.
Transplantation of hiPSC‑derived OPCs was performed on day 11 after EAE 
induction when the first symptoms of EAE could be detected. hiPSC‑derived‑
OPCs were gently detached from the substrate using accutase, spun down and 
resuspended in PBS at a concentration of 12,500 cells/µl. 4µl of cell suspension 
was stereotactically injected into the right ventricle of experimental group 
(n=10) using the following coordinates in relation to Bregma: anterior‑posterior 
‑0.5; lateral ‑1; vertical ‑2.3 (Paxinos atlas, 2002). Injection speed was kept at 
1µl of cell suspension per minute followed by 5 minutes of deposition time 
before needle retraction. Control animals (n=8) received an injection with 
PBS. To prevent immune‑rejection of the grafts, both animal groups received 
daily cyclosporine A (Novartis) injections (subcutaneous; 10mg/kg of body 
weight) starting from 1 day before operation. To evaluate a potential effect of 
cyclosporine on EAE progression, an extra control group (n=4) was included in 
which control animals received a daily subcutaneous injection of saline instead 
of cyclosporine.

IN-VIVO CELL IMAGING:

Two weeks before implantation, the cells were lentivirally‑labeled with 
luciferase to enable tracking using the IVIS‑camera (Caliper LifeSciences IVIS 
200). At specific time points post‑implantation, mice were i.p. injected with 
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300mg/kg D‑luciferine (Caliper LifeSciences) according to manufacturer’s 
recommendations. Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and imaged at  
4 minutes intervals until the peak of bioluminescence signal was reached. The 
intensity of the signal (photons per second) was analyzed using Living image 
software.

35 days after EAE induction, animals were perfused with 4% PFA under 
anesthesia; brain and spinal cord was explanted, sectioned (20µm cryosections) 
and prepared for immunohistochemical and histological analysis.

CUPRIZONE EXPERIMENTS

For cuprizone experiments, 8 – 10 weeks old female C57BL/6 mice were fed with 
powder food diet containing 0.2% cuprizone (Sigma‑Aldrich) for 7 – 8 weeks. 
One week before cell implantation, one of the animals was sacrificed and its 
brain was assessed for the extent of demyelination of the corpus callosum 
using Luxol Fast Blue (LFB) and cresyl violet (CV) staining. The animals were 
implanted stereotactically with ~50,000 of either hiPSC‑derived OPCs or hu‑
man fibroblasts (control group) in 3µl of PBS. Stereotaxic coordinates (in 
relation to Bregma): anterior‑posterior +1; lateral ‑1.75; vertical ‑2.25 (Paxinos 
atlas, 2002). After the operations, animals were kept on standard ad-libitum 
diet and were sacrificed at specific time points (perfusion with 4% PFA under 
anesthesia). The brains of the mice were collected, sectioned (20µm coronal 
cryosections) and subjected to immunohistochemical and histological analysis
.

IMMUNO(CYTO/HISTO)CHEMISTRY

PFA‑fixed cells or tissue slices were washed two times with PBS. Unspecific 
antibody binding sites were blocked with PBS+ (PBS containing 0.1% Triton‑X) 
with 5% normal goat serum (NGS) and 2% fetal calf serum (FCS) for 1h at room 
temperature. Subsequent incubation with primary antibodies diluted in PBS+ with 
1% NGS and 1% FSC was performed overnight at 40C. After extensive washing 
with PBS, cells/tissues were incubated with appropriate secondary antibodies 
and Hoechst for 1h at room temperature, washed with PBS and mounted on glass 
slides. The following primary antibodies were used: Oct4 (SantaCruz; sc‑5279), 
Sox2 (CellSignaling; #4900S), Nanog (AbCam, ab80892), SSEA‑4 (Hybridoma 
Bank; MC‑813‑70), Tra‑1‑60 (Millipore; MAB4360), Tra‑1‑81 (SantaCruz; 
sc‑21706), βIIItubulin (AbCam; ab7751), Desmin (DAKO; M0760), GATA4 
(SantaCruz; sc‑25310), Nestin (Millipore; MAB353), Pax6 (Millipore; AB2237), 
Olig2 (IBL; 18953), Nkx2.2 (Hybridoma Bank; 74.5A5), PDGFRα (SantaCruz;  
sc‑338), NG2 (Millipore; AB5320), PLP (gift from the department of cell biology), 
MBP (Millipore; AB980), Neurofilament (EnCor Biotechnology Inc.; CPCA‑NF‑H).
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Tissue sections were also subjected to histochemical stainings such as LFB 
and CV in order to visualize myelin and general tissue composition respectively.

RT-PCR AND QRT-PCR

RNA was isolated using the standard Trisol‑based procedure. Following cDNA 
synthesis and PCR reaction, DNA was visualized in an 1% agarose gel (RT‑PCR). 
For qRT‑PCR iTaq Supermix with ROX (Biorad, 172‑5855) was used. Primer 
sequences used in this study are listed in supplementary table 1.

RESULTS

GENERATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF PLURIPOTENT STEM CELLS:

We have used skin fibroblasts from a healthy donor to generate hiPSC lines. The 
fibroblasts were transduced with a lentiviral polycistronic construct encoding 
for Oct4, Sox2, Klf4 and fluorescent protein mCherry under the control of the 
EF1α promoter [57] The efficiency of lentiviral transduction (nearly 100%) as 
well as subsequent silencing of exogenous genes was defined based on mCherry 
fluorescence (data not shown). Out of several emerging colonies, we picked 
two, further referred to in this paper as hiPSC colony 1 (Col1) and hiPSC colony 
2 (Col2) and expanded them in feeder‑free conditions. We extensively tested 
the selected clones for meeting the well‑established pluripotency criteria  
(figures 1 and 2).

Picked colonies showed typical human ESC‑like morphology (fig. 1A), 
expressed pluripotency‑associated genes (fig. 1B – I) and were able to differentiate 
in-vitro into derivatives of the three germ layers (fig. 2A – E). Moreover, we 
confirmed the pluripotency of the reprogrammed cells with the teratoma 
formation assay after subcutaneous injection in NOD‑SCID mice (fig. 2F).  
In addition, we compared all the in-vitro characterization data of our hiPSC lines 
with those of a well‑characterized Leiden hiPSC line [7] (Lei) (kindly donated by 
C. Freund). We observed no major differences between our two hiPSC lines (col1 
and col2) and the established hiPSC line (Lei).

DIFFERENTIATION OF hiPSCs INTO OLIGODENDROCYTES:

We differentiated the three hiPSC clones into oligodendrocytes according 
to a modification of the protocol described for human ESCs by Hu et al [6]  
(fig. 3A, see details in Materials and methods section). At first, pluripotent cells 
were converted into embryoid bodies (EBs) that started to develop into early 
neuroepithelial cell clusters known as neural rosettes (fig. 3B) after seeding 
on the substrate in neural differentiation‑promoting medium. At this stage
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Figure 1. Generation and characterization of hiPSC clones. (A) Phase contrast image of 
hiPSC colony; (B) Alkaline Phosphatase staining of hiPSC colony; (C) RT-PCR analysis 
illustrates the endogenous expression of pluripotency-associated genes in reprogrammed 
cells; (D–I) Immunocytochemical detection of pluripotency-associated transcription factors 
(D – Oct4, E – Sox2, F – Nanog) and membrane markers (G – SSEA4, H – Tra-1-60, I – Tra-
1-81). Bar (valid for D – I) = 50μm

of differentiation, cells stained positive for the NSC markers Pax6 and nestin 
(fig. 3C and D).  Individual neural rosette structures were picked, mechanically 
dissociated and cultured as suspension. At this stage, cell culture medium 
contained the growth factor bFGF and the morphogen Shh that allowed 
limited cell proliferation and conversion of cells into pre‑OPCs characterized 
by the expression of the transcription factors Olig2 and Nkx2.2 (fig. 3E – G). 
Maturation of pre‑OPCs into OPCs was achieved by withdrawal of bFGF from 
the culture medium and addition of a panel of growth factors and morphogens 
such as PDGF‑AA, IGF‑1, NT‑3 and T3. At the end of this process, which lasted 
typically around 10 weeks, the formed oligospheres (clusters of OPCs) were 
seeded on laminin substrate allowing OPCs to migrate out of the cell aggregates. 
Most of the migrating cells showed a typical multipolar OPC morphology (fig. 3I) 
and were double‑stained for specific OPC markers such as PDGFRα/Nkx2.2 
and NG2/Nkx2.2 (fig. 3J – K). At this stage, the efficiency of differentiation 
was assessed by counting double‑positive PDGFRα/Nkx2.2 cells. The efficiency 
varied between the 3 hiPSC lines and typically ranged between 45% (col2) and 
78% (col1); the Lei hiPSC differentiated with an efficiency of 56% (fig. 3M).
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Figure 2. In-vitro and in-vivo spontaneous differentiation of hiPSCs. In-vitro, hiPSCs (A) 
differentiated via Embryoid bodies (B) into ectoderm (C – βIIItubulin), endoderm (D – 
GATA4) and mesoderm (E – Desmin). (F) In-vivo differentiation of hiPSCs within teratomas; 
hematoxilin/eosin stainings of teratoma sections revealed presence of neural, muscle, gland 
and cartilage tissue (F

1
 – F

4
). Bars (valid for C – F) = 50μm.

Maturation of OPCs was achieved by culturing them for another 2 ‑3 weeks in 
growth factor reduced conditions. OPCs were able to develop into MBP‑ and PLP‑
positive oligodendrocytes (fig. 3K, L), although long‑term culture appeared to be 
detrimental for many of these mature cells.

In order to test the functionality of hiPSC‑derived OPCs, we examined 
myelin formation in co‑cultures of hiPSC‑derived OPCs with rat DRG neurons. 
Four weeks after plating, hiPSC‑derived OPCs developed into mature, myelin‑
producing oligodendrocytes (fig. 4A

1
) with a survival rate much higher than 

observed in monocultures lacking DRG neurons. Additionally, high magnification 
images revealed extensive myelination around the DRG axons proving the myelin‑
forming ability of the hiPSC‑derived oligodendrocytes (fig. 4A

2,3
). 

APPLICATION OF hiPSCS-DERIVED OPCs IN MOUSE MS MODELS:

To examine the restorative performance of hiPSC‑derived OPCs in-vivo, we 
utilized two mouse MS models: cuprizone and EAE. In the cuprizone model, 
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Figure 3. Directed differentiation of hiPSCs into oligodendrocytes. (A) Simplified scheme 
of differentiation protocol (for details see M&M section); (B) Neural rosettes; (C, D) NSCs 
expressing Pax6 (C) and Nestin (D); (E-G) pre-OPCs immunolabeled for Olig2 (E) and 
Nkx2.2 (F), (G) merged picture; (H-J) Morphology and immunolabeling of OPCs, (H

1
) OPCs 

migrating out of oligosphere, (H
2
) Higher magnification of H1 show OPC morphology, (I

1
, I

2
) 

Immumocytochemical staining for PDGFRα/Nkx2.2 (I
1
) and Nkx2.2/Hoechst nuclear staining 

(I
2
); (J

1
, J

2
) Immumocytochemical staining for NG2/Nkx2.2 (J

1
) and Nkx2.2/ Hoechst nuclear 

staining (J
2
); (K, L) Mature oligodendrocytes stained for MBP and PLP; (M) Efficiency of OPC 

differentiation (% of PDGFRα/Nkx2.2 cells) of the 3 different hiPSC cell lines. Bars = 50μm
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Figure 4. Myelination of neurons in-vitro. (A) 4-week old co-culture of hiPSC-derived 
OPCs (MBP green) and rat DRG neurons (Neurofilament red); (A

2
, A

3
) High magnification 

images show the clear overlap of green MBP-positive OPC extensions and red neurofilament 
staining. Bars = 50μm.

mice were put on a 0.2% cuprizone‑containing diet for 7 weeks prior to cell 
transplantation. Cuprizone causes selective oligodendrocyte death and extensive 
demyelination particularly in the corpus callosum (fig. 5A); the bundles of nude 
axons in the corpus callosum provide a proper in-vivo environment to examine 
remyelination activity by implanted cells. Three weeks after stereotactic grafting 
of hiPSC‑derived cells (OPC stage of differentiation ‑ fig. 3H‑J) into the corpus 
callosum, animals were sacrificed and tissue was analyzed for the survival 
and fate of the implanted cells. Human nuclei immunohistochemical staining 
revealed the presence of implanted cells mainly within the area of the corpus 
callosum (fig. 5B), traveling along the axonal tracks for distances greater than 
1mm from the injection site. Double immunostaining and closer examination 
of their cell fate demonstrated that the implanted cells started to express MBP  
(fig. 5C,D). MBP/human nuclei double staining was typically prominent for 
hiPSC‑ derived OPCs that migrated and settled along the axonal fibers of the 
corpus callosum obtaining a thin elongated nucleus morphology, typical for 
mature myelin forming oligodendrocytes (fig. 5D); similar observations were 
made after co‑staining for human nuclei and neurofilaments (fig. 5E): implanted 
OPCs, notably the ones with high migratory capacity that settled far from 
the injection site, obtained a thin elongated nuclear morphology and became 

“squeezed” in between remyelinated axons (fig. 5E
2
); such a close proximity 

to axons is one of the prerequisites for successful myelination. A substantial 
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Figure 5. Implantation of hiPSC-derived OPCs into corpus callosum (CC) of the cuprizone 
mouse model. (A) LFB staining demonstrates a demyelinated lesion within CC; (B) Human 
Nuclei staining of implanted cells show the distribution of implanted cells along CC (LV=lateral 
ventricle); (C, D) Human nuclei and MBP double staining shows the contribution of implanted 
cells to remyelination (arrows); (E) Human nuclei and NF double staining reveals implanted 
human cells surrounded by neuronal fibers (arrows); (F) Human nuclei and PDGFRα double 
staining shows presence of immature OPCs within the implanted tissue. (G) Human nuclei 
and GFAP double staining shows no differentiation of implanted cells into astrocytes.
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number of implanted hiPSC‑derived OPCs did not (yet?) differentiate into 
mature myelin‑producing oligodendrocytes and retained OPC characteristics 
such as PDGFRα expression and an OPC‑typical elongated, multipolar 
morphology (fig 5F

1,2
). It was unclear whether these cells still not managed 

to contact demyelinated axons and needed more time than the 3 weeks for 
further maturation. Finally, double staining for human nuclei and for GFAP 
did not reveal implanted cells that had differentiated into astrocytes (fig. 5G).

APPLICATION OF hiPSCS-DERIVED OPCs IN THE EAE MOUSE MODEL FOR MS: 

Next, we examined the restorative ability of hiPSC‑derived OPCs in another 
well‑established MS model. In the mouse EAE model, MS‑like symptoms are 
provoked by immune reactions against myelin, triggered by the subcutaneous 
injection of MOG peptide combined with complete Freund Adjuvant. This 
immunization procedure results in the formation of lesions in the brain and, 
most prominently, in the spinal cord that give rise to clinical symptoms of 
which the severity is indicated by the EAE score. We performed stereotactic 
implantations of hiPSC‑derived OPCs in the ventricle as soon as the first EAE 
symptoms were apparent, usually at day 11 post EAE induction, represented by 
EAE score 0.5. The animals were daily observed and the average EAE score for 
each experimental group was plotted (fig. 6A).

The control group that did not receive a daily cyclosporine A injection 
showed an identical EAE score pattern as the PBS + cyclosporine A group (data 
not shown). We observed that in both experimental groups (i.e. PBS and hiPSC‑
derived OPCs treated) the mean EAE score started to rise till day 16 after EAE 
induction. Starting from day 17, the EAE score in the hiPSC‑derived OPCs‑grafted 
animals gradually decreased and stayed at a significantly lower level compared 
to the PBS‑treated mice (fig. 6A; P<0.0001). To enable longitudinal in-vivo 
monitoring of their fate and behavior after implantation with IVIS, the hiPSC‑
derived OPCs were luciferase‑labeled before injection. The IVIS scans, started 
from 2 days after implantation, revealed that most of the grafted cells remained 
as cell clusters in the ventricles (fig. 6B) with only minimal circulation and 
diffusion into the central canal of the spinal cord. Histological analysis of the 
spinal cords showed no significant invasion of hiPSC‑derived OPCs in the 
spinal cord towards areas of lesion. The absence of OPCs at the site of the EAE 
lesion, suggested that the grafted cells induced a reduction in clinical scores 
via a more general effect, mediated by specific secreted protective and/or anti‑
inflammatory factors described before [8]–[10]. To analyse the production of 
such factors by the hiPSC‑derived OPCs, we performed qPCR and compared 
the expression profile with that of hiPSC‑derived NSCs (fig. 7). Strikingly, the
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Figure 6. ICV implantation of hiPSC-derived OPCs into 
the mouse EAE model. (A) Average EAE score of exper-
imental (OPCs) and control (PBS) groups demonstrates 
significant reduction of EAE symptoms in OPC-implanted 
animals. Statistics: repeated measures two-way ANOVA; 
effect of OPC transpalntation:*P=0.0102; n=10; (B) IVIS 
imaging of OPC-implanted animals shows intracerebral lo-
calization of implanted cells up to 15 days post operation.

Figure 7. Heat map presenting  
expression of crucial immuno-
modulatory and neurotrophic 
factors expressed by hiPSC-de-
rived OPCs and NSCs. Data nor-
malized to pluripotent cells.

expression profile of the hiPSC‑derived OPCs was similar to that of the hiPSC‑
derived NSCs. In both cell populations we could detect a significant increase in 
CXCL10, CNTF, IGF1 mRNA levels compared to undifferentiated hiPSCs. Higher 
levels of VEGF and GDNF were also apparent and especially pronounced in OPCs 
and NSCs, respectively. Both cell populations exhibited a significant reduction 
in IDO1 expression and to a lesser extent of also PDGFaa, FGF2 and SDF1. The 
major difference between hiPSC‑derived OPCs and hiPSC‑derived NSCs was the 
higher expression of HGF, TGFβ and IL6 observed in the hiPSC‑derived OPCs.
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DISCUSSION

Since the groundbreaking discovery of iPSCs in 2006, the field of cellular 
reprogramming has been evolving rapidly. New advancements in the iPSC 
technology allow induction of pluripotency without altering the integrity of 
the genome of the reprogrammed somatic cell. iPSC induction methods are 
becoming quicker, easier and more efficient; moreover, they can be produced in 
a xeno‑free, zero‑footprint mode, making the bold concept of cell‑based therapy 
employing hiPSC‑derived cells clinically feasible. However, the establishment 
of efficient and reproducible methods of generating specific, differentiated 
cell types remains a major challenge, with the generation of oligodendrocytes 
as one of the most difficult and complicated one. So far, differentiation of 
oligodendrocytes from iPSCs has been well established in mice [4]. The efforts 
to simply extrapolate the mouse protocols towards oligodendrocyte differen‑
tiation protocols for hiPSCs have proven unsuccessful. This failure likely 
originates from considerable inherent developmental differences between both 
species, especially with regard to timing and responses towards specific growth 
factors and morphogens. Recently published oligodendrocyte differentiation 
procedures for hiPSCs were based on protocols established for human ESCs 
[5], [11], [12]; so far, only one convincingly describes the generation of a highly 
enriched OPC population from hiPSCs and demonstrates their myelination 
potential in-vivo [5]. In this work, Wang et al. combined and modified two well‑
established human ESC differentiation protocols to generate functional OPCs 
from hiPSCs. Our differentiation approach is based on a modification of the 
human ESC protocol described by Hu et al. [6], and resulted in the generation 
of OPCs (based on Olig2/Nkx2.2 double‑staining) with an efficiency of up to 
78%, comparable to the efficiency achieved by Wang et al. They demonstrated 
that their hiPSC‑derived oligodendrocytes were capable to form functional 
myelin sheaths after injections in a hypomyelinated mouse model [5]. Although 
this mouse model may mimic rare human hypomyelination disorders, it does 
not represent pathological demyelination as seen e.g. after stroke or, in parti‑
cular, in MS. For that reason we set out to test the restorative capacity of our 
hiPSC‑derived OPCs in 2 different mouse models for MS, cuprizone and EAE, 
representing different aspects of MS.

In the cuprizone mouse model, we could demonstrate that the implanted 
hiPSC‑derived OPCs survived and migrated along the demyelinated axons of the 
corpus callosum. They aligned, stretched and settled along these corpus callosum 
axons and started to produce myelin‑specific proteins, such as MBP, PLP and 
MOG. However, actual myelin wrapping for these human OPCs was slow and the 
three‑week time frame of our experiments was too short to verify the presence 
of myelin. This is in line with the findings of Wang et al. who showed that only 
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at 9 weeks after implantation the first signs of myelin formation by hiPSC‑
derived OPCs could be detected. Moreover, at three weeks after injection in the 
demyelinated corpus callosum, a considerable number of hiPSC‑derived OPCs 
could still be detected, reflecting the slowness of the human oligodendrocyte 
maturation process. 

In the EAE mouse model, we could show the significant, positive correlation 
between hiPSC‑derived OPC implantation and decreased disease severity. 
Comparable results employing the same model system have been previously 
described for the implantation of human NSCs [13], [14], mesenchymal stem 
cells (MSCs) [15]–[17] and OPCs derived from human ESCs [18]. To monitor 
whether hiPSC‑derived OPCs indeed migrated to the inflamed spinal cord and 
exerted their beneficial effect at the site of the lesion formation, we introduced 
the luciferase reporter into their genome. In contrast to the migration of injected 
mouse iPSC‑derived OPCs to the spinal cord in EAE mice attracted by the 
lesions [19], IVIS imaging performed up to 14 days post‑implantation revealed 
that the implanted hiPSC‑derived OPCs hardly translocated via CSF to the EAE 
spinal cord. Our findings correspond to those observed by Kim et al. following 
implantation of human ESC‑derived oligodendrocyte precursors [18]. Like 
their results and those of most intraventricular application studies with human 
MSCs and NSCs in EAE animals, the beneficial effects of the hiPSC‑derived 
OPC implantation on the clinical scores had to be ascribed to the secretion of 
immunomodulatory or neurotrophic factors. 

To examine whether the hiPSC‑derived OPCs indeed produced the same 
secretory factors to which the beneficial effects of OPCs, NSCs and MSCs in EAE 
have been ascribed [10], we assessed their expression in hiPSC‑derived OPCs and 
compared the level of expression with hiPSC‑derived NSCs. Our analysis shows  
a high similarity between the expression patterns of hiPSC‑derived NSCs and 
OPCs. The highest upregulated genes in both cell populations encode for factors 
known for their neuroprotective and/or immunomodulatory functions, exerting 
pivotal roles in both physiological and pathological processes. The neurotrophic 
factors, CNTF and GDNF are associated, among others, with the generation of 
anti‑apoptotic signals towards neurons and with the prevention of glial scar 
formation in a number of neurodegenerative disorders [20]–[25]; both factors play 
important roles in processes specifically related to myelin repair [21], [26]–[28]. 
IGF‑1 has been identified as a potent neuroprotective agent [29]–[31] and has 
been reported to exert pro‑survival effects on oligodendrocyte precursor cells 
[32]–[34]. Among the highest upregulated genes in both hiPSC‑derived NSCs 
and OPCs was the chemokine CXCL10. This chemokine has been attributed 
to several roles, such as chemoattraction for monocytes/macrophages, T‑cells, 
NK cells, and dendritic cells, promotion of T‑cell adhesion to endothelial 
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cells, antitumor activity, and inhibition of bone marrow colony formation and 
angiogenesis (reviewed in [35]). CXCL10 was also found to be one of the highest 
upregulated chemokine in EAE‑affected animals that received human ESC‑
derived OPCs implantation compared to controls [18]. It is as yet unclear, how the 
immunomodulatory properties of CXCL10 contribute to the beneficial effects of 
MSCs, NSCs and OPCs on EAE associated neuro‑inflammation. A number of growth 
factors appear to be more upregulated in the hiPSC‑derived OPCs in comparison 
to NSCs: VEGF is typically associated with angiogenesis but may also effectively 
contribute to neurogenesis and neuroprotection, at least in part through its 
immunomodulatory (and immunosuppressive?) capacity [22], [30], [36]–[38]. 
Another more pronounced upregulated factor in hiPSC‑derived OPCs is HGF, 
which has been already indicated by others to be involved in recovery processes 
after SCI [39], [40] or in animal models of MS [15]. The potential mechanisms 
might be related to the HGF capacity to promote proliferation and differentiation 
of OPCs [41], or to its suppressive activity towards T‑cells [42], [43]. In com‑
pliance with our study, HGF has also been detected in conditioned medium of 
human ESC‑derived OPC cultures [9]. Somewhat unexpected is the high level of 
IL‑6 expression in hiPSC‑derived OPCs since this cytokine is mainly known for 
its pro‑inflammatory activity [44]–[46]. However, it has been shown that IL‑6 
secreted by transplanted cells can also exert immunosuppressive functions in-
vivo, i.e. inhibit the proliferation of T‑cells as well as to suppress the maturation of 
dendritic cells from bone marrow progenitors [50]. Additionally, its pronounced 
involvement in oligodendrocyte biology has been reported [47]–[49]. Another 
cytokine, TGFβ, which is thought to contribute to a diminished EAE grade in 
transplanted animals via inhibition of immune activation, is modestly upregulated 
in the hiPSC‑derived OPCs. Indeed, the well‑recognized anti‑inflammatory 
properties of this factor have been confirmed by many studies involving 
mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) [42], [51], [52] and NSCs [53]. Recently, Laterza 
et al. identified LIF as a primary neuroprotective factor secreted by mouse 
iPSC‑derived NSCs after transplantation into EAE‑affected animals [54]. Their 
study essentially confirmed the role of this cytokine in reducing EAE symptoms 
documented in experiments with LIF‑knockout mice [55]. However, we did 
not detect elevated levels of LIF transcripts in both hiPSC‑derived NSCs and 
OPCs. IDO1 is another factor found to be involved in diminishing autoimmune 
reactions. By metabolizing tryptophan, it was shown among others to influence 
populations of T‑cells relevant to disease conditions – namely boost the number 
of regulatory T‑cells and inhibit Th1 and Th17 pathogenic T‑cell subsets [56]. 
Nevertheless, strong downregulation of IDO1 in our cultures suggests that this 
mechanism might not be utilized by OPCs in order to abbreviate inflammatory 
conditions such as EAE. 
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Concluding, we were able to show that hiPSC‑derived OPCs are fully competent 
cells which are able to combat the pathological demyelination conditions both 
in a direct (remyelination) and an indirect manner (by secreting neurotrophic 
and immunomodulatory factors). Although both cell types appear to exert 
beneficial effects, sorted fully defined hiPSC‑derived OPCs are clearly to be 
preferred for implantation above hiPSC‑derived NSCs, since the latter cells still 
have an undefined fate as far as differentiation is concerned. However, to apply 
hiPSC‑derived OPCs as a relevant clinical approach for disease treatment, some 
practical aspects of the present generation protocol (in particular the complexity 
and length) need further improvement.
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Supplementary table 1. Primer sequences used in the study.

Gene Forward primer Reverse primer

Oct4 GACAGGGGGAGGGGAGGAGCTAGG CTTCCCTCCAACCAGTTGCCCCAAAC

Sox2 GGGAAATGGGAGGGGTGCAAAAGAGG TTGCGTGAGTGTGGATGGGATTGGTG

Klf4 ACGATCGTGGCCCCGGAAAAGGACC TGATTGTAGTGCTTTCTGGCTGGGCTCC

Nanog CAGCCCCGATTCTTCCACCAGTCCC CGGAAGATTCCCAGTCGGGTTCACC

cMyc GCGTCCTGGGAAGGGAGATCCGGAGC TTGAGGGGCATCGTCGCGGGAGGCTG

CXCL10 AGCAGAGGAACCTCCAGTCT ATGCAGGTACAGCGTACAGT

CNTF TCGTTCAGACCTGACTGCTC TTCTCTTGGAGTCGCTCTGC

IGF1 TTTCAACAAGCCCACAGGGT TTGAGGGGTGCGCAATACAT

GDNF GGGTCTGGGCTATGAAACCA TGCCTGCCCTACTTTGTCAC

VEGF CTTGCCTTGCTGCTCTACCT GCAGTAGCTGCGCTGATAGA

SCF GGAAGGCCAAAAATCCCCCT GACTTGGCTGTCTCTTCTTCCA

HGF TTTGCCTTCGAGCTATCGGG TGTCACAGACTTCGTAGCGT

ActivinA TTATGGAGCAGACCTCGGAGA TGGCCTTGGGGACTTTTAGG

IL-6 ACCCCCAGGAGAAGATTCCA TTACATGTCTCCTTTCTCAGGGC

TGFβ TTCGCCTTAGCGCCCACTGC GGCCGGTAGTGAACCCGTTGATG

NT3 CTGCGACAACAGAGACGCTA CGTGATGTTCTGTTCGCCAC

IL-11 GGCTGGATGCTTGGGTAACT CACAGAGCTGTCTGGGTGAC

NGF GTGTGCTGTTTAGCACCCAG GGATGGGATGATGACCGCTT

TNFα CAGGCGCCACCACGCTCTTC CTGGGGAACTCTTCCCTCTGGGG

BMP4 CCACAGCACTGGTCTTGAGT CAGGGATGCTGCTGAGGTTA

BDNF GCGCCACTCTGACCCTGCC TCTGCTGCCGTTACCCACTCACT

LIF AGAAGCTGGGCTGTCAACTC CCACATCTGGACCCAACTCC

SDF1 GAACGCCAAGGTCGTGGT TGGCTTTCGAAGAATCGGCA

FGF2 CACTTCAAGGACCCCAAGCG TGCTTGAAGTTGTAGCTTGATGTG

PDGFaa GACACGGATGTGAGGTGAGG GGAGGAGAACAAAGACCGCA

IDO1 CACTTTGCTAAAGGCGCTGT TGCCTTTCCAGCCAGACAAAT





 




